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Abstract
This study examines the relationship between disruptive technologies and their potential impacts on sustainable
supply chain management (SSCM), with a focus on the following technologies: Big Data Analytics / Artificial
Intelligence / Machine Learning, Blockchain, Industry 4.0 / Internet of Things (IoT), 3D Printing / Additive
Manufacturing, and P2P / Sharing Economy. Based on a comprehensive literature review on both theoretical and
practical roles of these disruptive technologies in SSCM, we conduct a cross-case study to analyze the impacts of
disruptive technologies on sustainability performance. From 100 application cases of 41 companies in key
supply chain management and sustainability journals, we develop a classification scheme based on
implementation complexity and sustainability performance of disruptive technologies. The implementation
complexity and sustainability performance matrix show that all the cases examined have a positive overall
sustainability performance score which indicates that investment in disruptive technologies improves the
sustainability performance of firms. However, the impact of each disruptive technology on sustainability
performance varies with the types of technology and sustainability dimensions. We also utilize the cases to
illustrate how disruptive technologies are applied to key areas of SSCM and identify opportunities for future
research.
Keywords: cross-case study, disruptive technology, supply chain management, sustainability
1. Introduction
Technology plays a significant role in improving operational proficiency and enhancing supply chain
performance (Bharadwaj et al., 2007). According to McKinsey (2013), disruptive technologies are expected to
have an economic impact of $14 trillion−$33 trillion/year by 2025 by generating consumer surplus, lower prices,
better health, and a cleaner environment. The concept of disruptive technology was initially introduced by
Christensen (1997), who proposed that disruption occurs when an original inferior technology improves to such
an extent that it starts to attract the mass market. Sood and Tellis (2013) further explain that disruption in
technology takes place when a new technology has the potential to achieve better performance than the existing
dominant technology. The role of technology, in this case, changes from just improving business models to
changing the way business is conducted. For example, when ride-sharing platforms like Uber were introduced,
they brought a huge change in the way people use and provide transport services.
While disruptive technology plays an integral role in supply chain management (SCM), understanding its impact
on sustainability performance is also crucial. Sustainable supply chain management (SSCM) is a critical success
factor for the sustainable growth of companies (Markley & Davis, 2007; Rao & Holt, 2005). SSCM offers
benefits like waste generation reduction, retention of key employees, revenue maximization, and improved
market share (Buyukozkan & Berkol, 2011). Based on a systematic literature review of 188 papers from 2010 to
2016, Movahedipour et al. (2017) identify “inadequate information technology implementation” as the most
significant barrier for business sustainability.
The objective of this research is threefold. First, this research aims to investigate the impacts of disruptive
technologies on SSCM. Disruptive technologies like Blockchain, 3D Printing, Artificial Intelligence, Internet of
Things, and others are “gathering force [and will] be far-reaching, affecting every corner of the factory and the
supply chain” (McKinsey, 2015, p. 2). Considering all disruptive technologies under one study may make the
scope of this research to be too broad. Hence this study focuses on major disruptive technologies like Big Data
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Analytics (BDA) / Machine Learning (ML) / Artificial Intelligence (AI), Blockchain, Industry 4.0 / Internet of
Things (IoT), 3D Printing / Additive Manufacturing (AM), and P2P / Sharing Economy. Table 1 below provides
definitions of the major disruptive technologies considered in this research. Second, since a wide range of
disruptive technologies are being implemented in practice, this research examines how disruptive technologies
are applied in the industry and how they impact various dimensions of sustainability performance. A cross-case
study approach has been applied for this purpose. Third, we develop a classification matrix based on the
implementation complexity and sustainability performance of disruptive technologies. It is conceivable that
technologies with high sustainability performance may also be accompanied by complexities in implementation.
Therefore, it is important to evaluate both sustainability impacts and implementation complexities of disruptive
technologies.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we review the literature on disruptive technologies
and SSCM. We then describe our research methodology in Section 3. Details of the cross-case analysis are
presented in Section 4, and our assessment of sustainability impacts and implementation complexity are
discussed in Section 5. We summarize our key research findings Section 6. Finally, we draw conclusions and
identify opportunities for future research in Section 7.
Table 1. Definitions of disruptive technologies
Technology
Machine Learning
(ML)

Big Data Analytics
(BDA)

Artificial
Intelligence (AI)

Blockchain

Industry 4.0 / IIoT

3D Printing /
Additive
Manufacturing

P2P / Sharing
Economy

Definition
Machine learning, a subset of Artificial Intelligence, is an application or
algorithm that learns and improves from experience without being explicitly
programmed. It is the capability of a machine to improve its own performance
using statistical models to make decisions and incorporating the result of each
new trial into that model
An information asset that is characterized by high volume, velocity and variety
that requires specific technology and analytical methods for its transformation
into value.
AI can be described as a cluster of technologies and approaches that is statistical
and symbolic, and it aims at mimicking human cognitive functions or exhibiting
aspects of human intelligence by performing various tasks, mostly preceding
analytical, analytical mostly preceding intuitive, and intuitive mostly preceding
empathetic intelligence.
Blockchain is a digitized, decentralized, and public ledger of all digital events
that have been executed and shared among participating agents. These
transactions are documented in a chronological order, helping participants to
keep track without central record-keeping. Its four key characteristics are
decentralization, security, auditability, and smart execution.
Industry 4.0 or Industrial Internet of Things (IIoT) describes the integration of
Internet of Things (IoT) technologies into industrial value creation. It enables
real-time horizontal and vertical Internet-based connectedness of people,
machines, and objects, as well as information and communication technologies
for the dynamic management of complex business processes.
Additive Manufacturing (AM), commonly known as 3D Printing is defined as
the process of producing objects from a 3D model by joining materials layer by
layer, directly from raw material in powder, liquid, sheet, or filament form
without the need for molds, tools, or dies enabling three dimensional objects to
be ‘printed’ on demand.

The sharing economy is defined as digitized platforms for peer-to-peer
exchanges. It involves a business model where consumers grant each other
temporary access to under-utilized physical assets, possibly for money or other
compensation.

Sources
Ali et al. (2015); Han et al. (2015);
Shafri (2017); Merriam Webster
(online);

De Mauro et al. (2015); Anshari and
Alas (2015); Agarval and Dhar (2014);
Mišić and Perakis (2019); Etzion and
Aragon-Correa (2016);
Tredinnick (2018); Hoehndorf et al.
(2017); Jiang et al. (2017); Huang and
Rust (2018); Wirth (2018);

Ali et al. (2016); Han et al. (2013); Ji et
al. (2015); Crosby et al. (2016);
Steiner and Baker (2015); Saberi et al.
(2019); Tinianow (2018); Olsen and
Tomlin (2019);
Müller and Voigt (2018); Grischa et al.
(2018); Bauer et al. (2015);

ASTM (2010); Khajavi et al. (2014);
Holmström et al. (2010); Sasson and
Johnson (2015); Rogers et al. (2016);
Lipson and Kurman (2013); Bhandari
and Regina (2014); Kellens et al.
(2017); Petrovic et al. (2011); Olsen
and Tomlin (2019);
Meelen and Frenken (2015); Belk
(2014); Ferrell et al. (2017); Hamari et
al. (2016); Piscicelli et al. (2015);
Huber (2017); Botsman and Rogers
(2011);

2. Literature Review
We first review prior research on sustainability dimensions within the context of SSCM in section 2.1. Section
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2.2 providdes a review off the positive aand negative coonsequences of disruptive technologies forr SSCM. In Section
2.3, we ideentify unaddreessed or inadeqquately addresssed issues in thhe literature.
2.1 Sustainnability Dimennsions in SSCM
M
Sustainabiility is frequenntly operationnalized as haviing three pillaars (i.e., econoomic, social, and environm
mental
dimensionns), which aree also known as the “triplee bottom line”” (Elkington et al., 2007). Governmentss and
companiess also refer to sustainabilityy as “sustainabble developmeent with 3Ps” (i.e., people, planet, and profit)
where thee profit may be substituted for prosperrity (Europeann Commissionn, 2002). Thee United Nattion’s
“sustainabble developmennt goals” (SDG
Gs) also coverr these sustainaability dimenssions in areas llike access to clean
c
and inexppensive energyy—Goal: 7, achieving acceeptable work aand economicc progress—G
Goal: 8, innovating
industry aand infrastructture—Goal: 99, reduce ineqqualities—Goaal: 10, develoop sustainable communities and
cities—Gooal: 11, incur responsible
r
prooduction as weell as consumpption of produccts—Goal: 12, and environm
mental
protection—
—Goals: 13 too 15.
SSCM maay be defined as the managem
ment of materiaal, informationn, and capital fllow as well as cooperation am
mong
companiess along the suppply chain whille taking goalss from the econnomic, environnmental, and soocial dimensio
ons of
sustainablee development into accountt to satisfy cusstomer and staakeholder requuirements (Seuuring et al., 2008).
SSCM cann result in signnificant benefiits like increassed market shaare, reduced w
waste generatioon, better emplloyee
retention, and revenue maximization
m
(Buyukozkan & Berkol, 2011). SSCM is also a criticall success facto
or for
the sustainnable developm
ment of compaanies (Markleyy & Davis, 2007; Rao & Holtt, 2005).
However, Linton et al. (2007)
(
point oout that the connvergence of ssustainability aand SCM invoolves myriad issues
that transccend the coree of SCM. Thhey identify aareas such as product desiign, manufactturing by-prod
ducts,
by-products produced duuring product use, product llife extension, product end-oof-life, and reccovery processses at
end-of-lifee as being esseential components for SSCM
M. In a similarr vein, Guide aand Wassenhoove (2009) deffine a
closed-looop SCM as “thhe design, conttrol, and operaation of a systtem to maximiize value creattion over the entire
e
life cycle of a product with the dynaamic recovery of value from
m different typpes and volum
mes of returns over
time”. Effficiently managging just one end of the suupply chain likke product retturns can havee a huge economic
impact. Stock et al. (20002) estimate thhat commerciall returns can ccost over $100 billion annually. Larger reta
ailers
can have pproduct return rates of aboutt 10% or higheer of their net ssales that can amount to milllions of dollarrs per
retailer.
nable
Dubey et al. (2015) provide a compreehensive list oof sustainabilitty dimensions under the conntext of sustain
marizes the threee sustainabiliity dimensionss applicable too this research.. The
manufactuuring. Figure 1 below summ
three mainn pillars of susstainability, naamely, econom
mic, social, andd environmentaal dimensions,, are affected by
b an
array of suupply chain initiatives ranginng from procuurement, produuct design, mannufacturing annd distribution, and
reverse loggistics, to form
m a closed-loopp SCM environnment.

Figure 1. Frameworkk of sustainability dimensionns
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2.2 Disruptive Technologies
Dolgui and Ivanov (2020) discuss positive and negative “triggers” of supply chain structural dynamics.
Examples of positive triggers include Blockchain, Industry 4.0, Sharing Economy, and Sustainability. They claim
that adoptions of these disruptive technologies provide a competitive advantage to firms. Sweeny et al. (2020)
conduct a survey focusing on global supply chain functions and find a significant correlation between firm
performance and digital technology adoption. A systematic literature review on two disruptive technologies on
SCM has been provided by Aryal et al. (2018). The authors make the case that data is a key driver for disruptive
technology. In this subsection, we provide a literature review on disruptive technologies with a focus on their
applications in SSCM.
2.2.1 Big Data Analytics (BDA) / Machine Learning (ML) / Artificial Intelligence (AI)
The disruptive technologies of BDA, ML, and AI are highly interrelated. ML can be considered a subset of AI,
and both ML and AI can be considered part of BDA (Marr, 2017). Benjaafar and Hu (2019) provide a
comprehensive review of BDA research and stipulate that machines using AI capabilities will substitute humans
for many activities in the future. They call for research investigating the implications of large-scale smart
machines. For instance, driverless cars will likely replace human drivers for ride-hailing services in the near
future. Olsen and Tomlin (2019) expect AI to have a substantial effect on many supply chain processes. For
example, in the agricultural field, facial recognition will allow farmers with large herds to get just as much
knowledge about individual cows as farmers with small herds to improve milk yield (Koeleman, 2016).
Digital data volumes are also growing exponentially, and were projected to reach 35 Zeta bytes by 2020 (Tien,
2012). BDA is not only closely associated with the field of SCM but is considered as “one of the most prominent
recent developments in the field” (Choi et al., 2018). There is a large body of research that has highlighted the
benefits of BDA in operations, decision-making, and firm performance in various industries (Wang et al., 2016;
Hofmann, 2015; Wamba & Akter, 2015; Tan et al., 2015; Zhong et al., 2016). For instance, a McKinsey report
states that profit margins of retailers can increase by more than 60% if BDA is exploited fully (Manyika et al.,
2011). A heuristic tool using greedy construction links both fixed-effects and random forest models together and
shows revenue increase by up to 36% (Mišić & Perakis, 2019).
For sustainability, data-based enterprise systems like ERP can support accurate and continuous accounts of
carbon emissions. This can lead to significant benefits like simple and accurate data collection and consistency
of results (Zvezdov & Hack, 2016). Similarly, enterprise systems play a pivotal role in smart cities and
contribute to the three pillars of sustainability on top of traditional performance indicators (Ahmad & Mehmood,
2015). Verma and Singh (2017) show that using intelligent retail mining tools with BDA can reduce the spoilage
of products for retailers.
However, some shortcomings of BDA have also been recognized. Total losses resulting from identity theft were
$15.4 billion in 2014 (Harrell, 2017). BDA may also lead to biased results. Cohen (2018) reports issues with
insurance companies where BDA results came out biased towards minority neighborhoods. These neighborhoods
were given higher premiums for car insurance compared to other areas with the same risk level. Similarly, a
non-profit firm used ML and other BDA techniques to collect news stories involving hate crimes and incidents of
bias. It finds evidence showing machine bias against a certain race (Propublica, 2016). Also, Gartner (2007)
claims that “information and communication technology (ICT) accounted for about 2% of global CO2 emissions
in 2007, and this amount was comparable to the emissions associated with aviation”. Corbett (2018) suggests
that even though some of the biggest data centers rely more on renewable energy, they still incur significant costs
like land and material use, noise pollution, and more. A challenging front is that a significant amount of data,
collected at a high cost, are not utilized. For instance, an estimate by IBM stipulates that about 90% of stored
data, never gets used (Johnson, 2015).
2.2.2 Blockchain
Blockchain improves key SCM objectives such as cost, flexibility, dependability, quality, speed, sustainability,
and risk reduction (Kshetri, 2018). Its applications are rapidly disrupting supply chains (Lohade, 2017), payment
systems (Nakamoto, 2008), healthcare (Plant, 2017; Ekblaw et al., 2016), and sustainability (Kouhizadeh &
Sarkis, 2018; Saberi et al., 2019). Blockchain can also improve transparency and accountability in supply chain
activities and make sustainability indicators more measurable and meaningful (Kshetri, 2018). Blockchain also
has the potential to reduce opportunistic behavior in supply chains (Saberi et al., 2018). A comprehensive review
on Blockchain by Babich and Hilary (2019) concludes that Blockchain has five key strengths in SCM:
aggregation, resiliency, validation, visibility, and automation.
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However, Blockchain can have adverse effects like higher overhead costs as it involves validation and
replication, higher setup costs, and high transaction costs based on the consensus mechanism used (Kumar et al.,
2019). Of the 26,000 Blockchain projects initiated in 2016, only 8% were still active in 2017 (Browne, 2017).
Blockchain-based bitcoin mining consumes high energy levels and thus increases greenhouse gas emissions
(Truby, 2018). Babich and Hilary (2019) summarize five pitfalls of Blockchain: (1) “garbage in, garbage out”
(GIGO) problem, (2) lack of privacy, (3) inefficiency, (4) lack of standardization, and (5) the black-box effect.
Kumar et al. (2019) also suggest that Blockchain “is not a silver bullet for all applications. It incurs a very high
overhead in terms of storage, networking, and processing costs that can be justified only after a thorough
case-by-case analysis”.
2.2.3 Industry 4.0 / IoT
Facts and Factors Report (2020) estimated the global Industry 4.0 market at $70 billion in 2019 and expects it to
reach $260 billion by 2026. Similarly, McKinsey (2015) estimates that the economic impact of IoT will reach
trillions of dollars by 2025. SCM application areas such as inventory management, optimization opportunities,
worker productivity, and maintenance will account for a major portion of this impact. In the agricultural industry,
deployed sensors lead to a precise application of insecticides and water levels by taking local conditions into
account. Olsen and Tomlin (2019) state that Industry 4.0 technologies in isolation or as a combination can
improve one or more priorities like cost, quality, speed, and flexibility and hence reduce the natural tension
between these priorities.
However, the benefits of Industry 4.0 may be offset by technical challenges of ensuring security and privacy,
lack of standardization (Xu et al., 2018), or societal and scientific issues (Zhou et al., 2015). Since Industry 4.0 is
still in its infancy, more efforts are needed to tackle these challenges.
2.2.4 P2P / Sharing Economy
P2P / Sharing Economy platforms have had a significant economic impact. Chen et al. (2019) find that in 2018,
of the ten highest-valued venture-backed firms listed in the Wall Street Journal, seven of those were online
platforms. Furthermore, for crowdsourcing, another type of P2P technology, it is reported that “85% of the top
global brands have used crowdsourcing in the last ten years; and by 2018, 75% of the world’s high performing
enterprises will be using crowdsourcing” (Yannig, 2016).
Benjaafar and Hu (2019) examine the interface between P2P/Sharing Economy and traditional SCM areas. They
note that Sharing Economy can, on the one hand, increase access and, on the other hand, reduce the number of
resources needed to gain access. For sustainability, P2P can enhance consumer welfare by allowing access to
assets/services that they could otherwise not afford. It is also an income source for the owners. P2P can also
reduce societal costs by reducing pollution generated throughout the product/service lifecycle. For instance,
ride-sharing services provided by Uber can decrease the carbon-dioxide emission levels (Arnold & Hildebrandt,
2017). Online shopping portals like Etsy can further generate jobs for women with low incomes (House of Lords,
2016). P2P platforms using dynamic pricing and wage models can benefit both workers and consumers
compared to fixed pricing and wage models (Cachon et al., 2017).
However, there can be some undesirable consequences attributed to P2P / Sharing Economy. For instance,
Burtch et al. (2018) find that entrepreneurial activity has decreased in the U.S. cities when Uber entered those
markets. Benjaafar et al. (2017) conclude that ride-sharing platforms that prefer fewer seat occupations for
revenue-maximization create high levels of traffic congestion. Increased sharing could increase the ownership of
assets and products that are too expensive before as they become affordable due to rental income (Benjaafar &
Hu, 2019).
2.2.5 3D Printing / Additive Manufacturing (AM)
3D Printing / AM can reduce production and inventory-related costs by designing products with considerably
fewer parts. For instance, General Electric made an engine through AM using only a dozen components instead
of previously 855 parts (Olsen & Tomlin, 2019). The authors also suggest that AM is beneficial from the
sustainability perspective as the amount of material that gets wasted in the production process is considerably
lower. Similarly, a company used AM to design and manufacture a new tip of its aircraft engine’s fuel nozzle that
had an impossibly complex interior geometry. Now the company can manufacture about 30,000 nozzles per year
(Orcutt, 2016). Considering the product life-cycle approach for aircraft components, Huang et al. (2016) expect
substantial savings resulting from the lower weight of components manufactured through AM. Furthermore,
through 3D Printing, it is possible to locate the AM equipment closer to assets. This will allow immediate
on-demand printing of service parts and drastically reduce inventory levels. Siemens has launched such an
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initiative where spare parts for large gas turbines will be printed on-demand (Anner, 2016).
2.3 Unaddressed Issues in the Literature
Although there is a fast-growing body of research on disruptive technologies, there are still many unaddressed,
or inadequately addressed issues regarding their applications in SSCM. For instance, Babich and Hilary (2019)
review the potential of Blockchain and its possible downsides and recommend future research areas applicable to
SSCM. They stipulate that Blockchain can help trace product roots at the manufacturing end and aggregate data
at the product disposal end. Blockchain has the potential to provide a low-cost platform to all companies
involved in the product’s journey, such as suppliers, manufacturers, recyclers, regulators, and landfill operators,
to share and validate product information. They recommend that an important research question to ponder is to
identify applications that have earned high trust in their capabilities and provide a taxonomy of those
applications. Kumar et al. (2019) discuss some technical challenges for Blockchain and identify future research
opportunities. They posit that amount of trust in the supply chain is a major determinant in deciding if
Blockchain is an appropriate investment. In cases where parties have low trust levels, Blockchain can provide
supply chain visibility more efficiently and effectively. Kouhizadeh and Sarkis (2018) compile the practical uses
of Blockchain for companies to achieve SSCM initiatives. Similarly, Kshetri (2018) analyzes the impact of
Blockchain on sustainability objectives in the supply chains. Saberi et al. (2019) discuss the economic,
environmental, social, and governance mechanisms where Blockchain can support sustainability goals.
Choi et al. (2018) review the BDA literature and explore existing techniques, functionalities, and major strengths
and weaknesses of BDA in key SCM topics like inventory management, risk analysis, marketing, forecasting,
and transportation management. They identify two studies on the application of BDA in SSCM. Specifically,
Kaur and Singh (2018) develop a BDA model to address the environmental sustainability issues in procurement
and logistics. Another study by Badiezadeh et al. (2018) uses the BDA approach to assess supply chain systems
via sustainability scores. Corbett (2018) also provides a review of the sustainability challenges attributed to the
use of BDA. Guha and Kumar (2018) discuss BDA applications and challenges in domains like IoT, AM, smart
healthcare, cloud computing, and smart cities. Kumar et al. (2018) explore the research interface between
operations management (OM) and information systems and discuss areas like ML, AI, Industry 4.0, Blockchain,
smart cities, online platforms, and healthcare management.
Benjaafar and Hu (2019) examine the convergence of the classical OM theories and P2P/Sharing Economy. They
discuss P2P resource sharing and on-demand service and rental platforms within the OM context. Chen et al.
(2019) classify online platforms into five types based on their respective business models and highlight both
strategic and operational considerations for each platform. Olsen and Tomlin (2019) integrate OM with Industry
4.0 technologies and stipulate that natural tensions between OM objectives can lessen due to these technologies.
Long et al. (2017) explore the impact of AM on Chinese manufacturing and how some developmental issues can
be alleviated through this technology.
More broadly, we identify two major gaps in the literature. First, past research, for the most part, has primarily
dwelt on the economic impact of disruptive technologies in supply chains. Very few studies have investigated the
impacts of disruptive technologies on all three dimensions of sustainability in supply chains. Second, to the best
of our knowledge, there is no prior research that has examined all the above mentioned disruptive technologies
collectively within the context of SSCM. These are important gaps in the literature that we attempt to fill through
this cross-case study.
3. Research Methodology
In order to relate theory with practice, we conducted a comprehensive search for application cases of disruptive
technologies in SSCM. We used the keywords of sustainability, sustainable, green, environment, social
responsibility, corporate social responsibility (CSR), or performance combined with each disruptive technology
defined in Table 1 to search two databases: Business Source Complete and Web of Science. This process yielded
a total of 100 relevant, and usable articles in our sample. The publication dates of these articles ranged from
2010−2019 with over 85% of articles published in 2018 and 2019. The breakdown of these articles concerning
disruptive technologies is presented in Figure 2. In the few instances when an article discussed more than one
disruptive technology, the technology which was the main focus of the study was used as a classifier. Since the
process of identifying the focal topic of an article is straightforward, with little ambiguity, and with no
restrictions placed on the journals, selection bias was not deemed to be a cause for concern in this investigation.
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Nu
umber of aarticles perr technologgy
30
25
20
15
10
5
0

Totall

3D

BDA/AI/ML

Blockchain

IoT

P2P/Sharin
ng
Economyy

13

28

15

17

27

Figgure 2. Breakdoown of articless with respect to disruptive ttechnologies
The majorrity of the artiicles came from journals deevoted to sustaainability (22 from Sustainaability and 16 from
Journal off Cleaner Prodduction). Anothher portion off the sample caame from OM journals (5 froom Production
n and
Operations Managemennt, 5 from Mannufacturing & Service Operrations Managgement, and 4 from International
Journal off Production Research).
R
Alll other journaals had 3 or ffewer articles where the vaast majority of the
journals coontributed only one article iin our sample.. Hence, a diverse pool of joournals from vvarying fields have
been incorrporated into thhis research.
We next ccarefully revieewed the 100 articles and recorded all ccases related to the applicaation of disru
uptive
technologiies from each article.
a
A totall of 41 cases w
were identified using this appproach. They w
were then classsified
under the ccompany nam
me so that all caases of the sam
me company w
were pooled toggether into onee column. The next
step was tto classify eachh case under tthe three sustaainability dimeensions and thhen into a category of positiv
ve or
negative cconsequence inn that sustainaability dimenssion. Lastly, a cross-case annalysis approacch was applied for
theory-buiilding purposess. Figure 3 bellow summarizees the process::

Figure 3. Reesearch methoddology
Case Analysis
4. Cross-C
In this secction, we analyyze real-world application caases of disrupttive technologies and their ppossible impacts on
the sustainnability perform
mance of suppply chains. Thee aim is to understand the positive and negaative conseque
ences
of each dissruptive technoology under diimensions of ssustainability. A
An iterative triiangulation proocess (Lewis, 1998)
is used to conduct the cross-case anaalysis. Compaanies using diisruptive technnologies and ttheir assigned case
numbers aare provided inn Table 2. Furrthermore, a suummary of thee case analysiss and respectivve case numbe
ers is
presented in Table 3.
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Table 2. Company names and case numbers
Company Name
Airbnb
Airbus
Amazon
Apple
BlaBla Car
Boeing
Car2Go
Carrefour
Caterpillar
Couchsurfing
Deloitte
Energo
Equifax
EVCARD & Mobike
Everledger

Case #
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

Company Name
Facebook
Fieldready.org
Filabot
FLEXE
General Electric
General Motors
Google
IBM
iFixit
Ikea
Kobe
Maersk
Peerby
Provenance
RBS Assetz Capital

Case #
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

Company Name
Recupe.net
Rolls Royce
Siemens
Singapore Live!
Too Good To Go
Uber
Veridium Laboratories
Walmart
Walt Disney
Winsun New Materials
Yedioth Group

Case #
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41

4.1 BDA / ML / AI
Walt Disney World applied BDA, ML, and AI tools to reduce its electricity use by around 100,000,000 kWh. The
company attributed this improvement to the annual collection and sharing of information regarding electricity
and other resources at localized levels (Allen, 2005). Similarly, Yedioth, a distributor of newspapers and print
magazines, used real-time data on its newspaper sales to pool inventories in its distribution network. Ultimately,
BDA tools implemented by Yedioth led to reduced production levels for its magazines and lower levels of
product returns (Avrahami et al., 2014). On a similar front, a project called Singapore Live! was launched which
promotes “the development of an open platform for the collection, combination, and distribution of large
numbers of a city’s real-time data, allowing developer communities to join in creating applications that turn these
data streams into meaningful and beneficial tools for people to make use of in their cities” (Kloeckl et al., 2012).
BDA technologies also improve worker conditions. For instance, LaborVoices used by Walmart allows
anonymous workers to generate reports on workplace conditions and practices (de Felice, 2015). On an
environmental front, companies are taking steps to reduce the carbon footprint associated with data centers. Big
data users like Apple, Google, and Facebook are all striving to use renewable energy for their data centers and
operations (Apple, 2017; Google, 2016; Facebook, 2017).
We note that BDA technologies potentially reduce costs and improve worker and environmental conditions, but
there are also cases where companies have been victims of cyberattacks. Deloitte and Equifax had privileged and
sensitive information compromised in 2017 that affected millions of consumers (Cohen, 2018). Data centers
contribute adversely to CO2 emissions, noise pollution, and excessive land and material use. Furthermore, some
ML and AI algorithms used by companies have been caught up in discrimination controversies. For example,
when Amazon rolled out its Same-Day Delivery for Prime members, it used ZIP codes that had the highest
concentration of its Prime members so that it could serve more people. Consequently, some neighborhoods
populated mainly by African American people did not get included in their service regions. Hence, careful
considerations need to be made when implementing these technologies (Ingold & Soper, 2016).
The process of evaluating BDA implementation cases across sustainability dimensions reveals that BDA can
significantly improve economic sustainability for companies by creating efficient solutions that reduce energy
costs and inventory levels. Even though this technology can improve social sustainability, but the risks of data
breaches and mismanagement of data algorithms are far too high. Companies need to understand the importance
of investing in data security and hiring the right talent for algorithm development and data analysis.
4.2 Blockchain
Blockchain plays a central role in SSCM through its transparency attributes which ensure sustainable sourcing
and consumption of food and other resources. Provenance, in this regard, has used the technology in the seafood
industry for transparent and sustainable practices (Steiner & Baker, 2015). It is estimated that 10% of food sold
is adulterated, which costs the industry $49 billion/year worldwide (Grocery Manufacturers Association, 2016).
Walmart in collaboration with IBM has been working on improving food supply chains globally with the help of
Blockchain. Under a pilot project, the company tracked tens of thousands of sliced mangoes from Mexico to
shelves in its retail outlets in the U.S. over thirty days (McKenzie, 2018). Chipotle’s stock prices, on the other
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hand, fell by 42% when an E.coli outbreak from its outlets made customers sick. By using Blockchain to monitor
its suppliers in real-time, Chipotle can improve accountability and allow better prevention measures in case of an
outbreak (Saberi et al., 2019). Everledger has also used Blockchain to record the entire supply chain of over 2
million diamonds. This includes where the diamonds were mined, cut, and polished to ensure transparency in the
process (https://www.everledger.io). Blockchain can prevent forgery attempts and IP spoofing and help
certificate authorities like “Google Certificate Transparency” to inhibit counterfeit certificates. A Blockchain
platform called Share&Charge by Innogy SE allows individuals to share their electric vehicle charging stations
with others for a profit. Energo in China promotes clean sustainable energy using a similar Blockchain platform.
Veridium Laboratories and IBM are using Blockchain to develop carbon-credit market operations. A joint
venture by IBM and Maersk is also aimed at securing global trade through Blockchain technology (Forbes,
2018).
However, certain aspects of Blockchain like bitcoin mining consume high levels of energy. There are also some
scaling issues whereby pilot projects using Blockchain haven’t been scaled to larger extents thus far. Another
concern with Blockchain is the garbage-in garbage-out phenomenon. For instance, employees at Kobe fabricated
specifications of steel and aluminum company’s products that affected more than 500 of its customers like Ford,
Boeing, Nissan, and Toyota (McLain, 2017). Unfortunately, Blockchain cannot prevent such fabrication
attempts.
Our cross-case analysis shows that Blockchain improves supply chain transparency and reduces costs of
intermediation. However, the technology still needs time, investments, regulations, and standardization to move
from pilot implementation to mass-scale application.
4.3 Industry 4.0 / IoT
Walmart and Carrefour have been using Industry 4.0 tools to make information available on the product’s source,
environmental characteristics, location, and even its production process through “smart packages” (Kouhizadeh
& Sarkis, 2018). Similarly, Energo uses hardware like smart meters and micro-grid batteries to allow
measurement and settlement of clean energy transactions. General Motors (GM) is another excellent case of
using Industry 4.0 to optimize performance. The company improved productivity and reduced its energy usage
by 40% and its CO2 emissions by 41% over twenty years. One key strategy of GM was to turn off non-essential
and energy-demanding machinery when not in use. GM also continues to use sensors to track humidity levels for
optimized painting. Workpieces get routed away from parts of the plant that have unfavorable conditions (Cruz,
2015). Boeing, Airbus, General Electric, and Rolls Royce all use data from sensors embedded in their engines for
maintenance, monitoring, and personalized services. Similarly, Caterpillar has been using shipboard sensors for
its Marine division. One insight gained from their sensor data was that running a large number of generators at
low power was more efficient than running a small number of generators at high power. Thus, it can be seen in
practice that data acquired from Industry 4.0 technologies can work in harmony with other technologies like
Blockchain and BDA to improve the economic, social, and environmental performance of sustainability.
4.4 P2P/Sharing Economy
Greenhouse gas emissions, energy and water use, and waste can reduce substantially from Airbnb services. A
study by Cleantech Group (2014) suggests that Airbnb guests use 63% less energy than an average hotel guest
and reduce CO2 gas emissions by about 61% to 81%. Similar claims are made by ride-sharing services such as
BlaBlaCar, Mobike, Car2go, and EVCARD. P2P lending platforms, Funding Circle, and RBS Assetz Capital
offer expanded choices to customers whose applications for loans do not meet traditional bank’s criteria (Ciulli
& Kolk, 2019). iFixit, on the other hand, aims to reduce waste by educating people to repair their gear and
providing toolkits and spare parts online. Peerby allows users to lend/borrow items from other users in similar
geographical areas. It claims that 85% of the time, users will find the object they are looking for within 30
minutes (Acquier et al., 2019). Concerning food wastage, an application called “Too Good To Go” allows
restaurants and others to sell unsold food at low prices before it gets thrown away. Recupe. Net is another
platform that promotes gifting among peers to avoid generating excessive waste. Another interesting
implementation of sharing economy is crowdshipping where companies like Zipments, Rideship, FLEXE, and
Deliv use neighboring delivery services to fulfill local needs. These platforms lead to benefits like reduced
warehousing and vehicle use that jointly benefit environmental and economic performance.
Interestingly, the growth of P2P in part can be attributed to technological advancements that have reduced
transaction costs significantly. However, there are some adverse consequences of sharing platforms that have
arisen as well. The safety of users and their assets was compromised in some cases (e.g., Uber, Mobike, OfO,
and Airbnb). Airbnb in particular has been criticized for racial discrimination since black hosts have earned less
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rent. Black guests have also been turned down more by the hosts (Gössling & Hall, 2019). These platforms have
also been criticized for tax avoidance and providing unfavorable labor conditions as employees do not get
benefits commonly available to full-time employees. Moreover, lack of asset ownership may promote user
negligence and lead to a shorter life span of shared assets and higher maintenance costs.
The cross-case analysis indicates that P2P / Sharing Economy reduces waste, energy use, consumption costs, and
Co2 emissions. However, incidents of user security and racial discrimination indicate the need for regulatory
intervention. The economic benefits of P2P are vulnerable to shifts in governmental policies that are still being
debated and developed.
4.5 3D Printing / AM
General Electric developed an engine component using 3D printing that reduced the weight of its parts by 25%
and attained higher combustion efficiency and reduced CO2 emissions (Ford & Despeisse, 2016). The
technology also enhances the quality of life for people by printing prostheses to combat disabilities and setting
up mobile spaces to develop products that tackle immediate necessities in disaster zones (Fieldready.org). A
specialized printer can use discarded construction material with cement to print objects. For example, Filabot
converts waste into input for 3D printing to support polymer recycling. The cost of construction is lower and
minimal human labor is needed (Ford & Despeisse, 2016). Siemens has also redesigned an integral component
of its rotating power machinery which can be repaired through AM (Ford & Despeisse, 2016). The repair process
is ten times faster and produces less waste as the component can be repaired instead of being discarded.
Rolls-Royce uses AM to provide repair services locally, faster, and at lower costs. This also leads to lower
inventory levels of components and simpler logistics as fewer input materials are needed. Caterpillar uses cold
spray AM technology to remanufacture diesel engines. The cost of a remanufactured engine is about 60% of that
of a new engine’s price. Caterpillar further extends the product life by replacing products with new and used
components before they break. Using AM, General Electric developed a new engine from only a dozen
components instead of previously using 855 parts. Fewer components help improve both economic and
environmental performance for the company.
Since 3D printing/AM is still in a nascent stage, it faces constraints like an inconsistent stream of inputs free of
contaminants. Another issue with using recycled inputs is inconsistency in the quality of materials received. For
instance, Fila-Cycle uses recycled materials as inputs and faces production capacity constraints since large
extruders used in the process are not available (Despeisse et al., 2017). Even in the case of large firms like
Caterpillar, replicating this business strategy to other sectors is a very challenging task.
Overall, 3D manufacturing technology reduces costs for companies and leads to quick response time to disaster
relief initiatives. The key challenge that lies here is scalability. Availability and consistency of raw materials is a
big barrier and we have yet to see any company apply 3D printing to mass-scale production.
Table 3. Pros & cons of disruptive technologies on sustainability dimensions

Technology
BDA/ML/AI

Blockchain

Sustainability Performance Dimensions
Environment
Social
Pros
Cons
Pros
Smart cities,
Noise pollution,
Improved
inventory
land & material
worker
pooling, reduced use, CO2
conditions
production
emissions
levels, reduced
returns, lower
electricity
consumption,
higher use of
renewable
energy
Transparency of
Higher energy
Access to less
sources, Clean
consumption
adulterated
energy
food, product
verification
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Cons
Machine bias,
Cyber-security
attacks

GIGO adversely
affects
consumers

Economic
Pros
Cost savings,
inventory
pooling,
reduced
production
levels, reduced
returns, higher
revenues, lower
operating costs

Substantial
savings, lower
forgery attacks
and IP spoofing,
lower operating
costs, promoted
global trade

Cons
Cyber-security
attacks

Case #
3, 4,
11, 13,
16, 21,
22, 34,
38, 39,
41

Scaling issues

12, 14,
15, 23,
26, 27,
29, 38
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Industry 4.0

P2P/Sharing
Economy

3D
Printing/AM

Better access to
cleaner energy,
lower energy
consumption
and CO2
emissions
Reduced CO2
emissions, lower
energy & water
use, lower
waste, lower
food waste

Better
combustion
efficiency, fuel
& CO2
emissions
savings, can use
recyclable
materials,
closed-loop SCs,
fewer obsolete
components
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Transportation
density

Consistent
contamination
free recyclable
inputs is
challenging

Higher
information
availability to
consumers,
better after-sale
service
Small business
loans, customer
support, free
accommodation

Improved
quality of life,
disaster relief,
lower labor
effort, job
creation
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Operational
efficiency,
better
maintenance of
assets
Passenger
security, lower
living quality of
residents , racial
discrimination
of users

Fewer setup and
maintenance
costs, lower
transaction
costs, informed
decisions, more
lending than
owning
Durable
components,
lower weight
components,
Fosters
innovation,
lower cost,
faster repairs,
simpler
logistics, fewer
components,
increased profit
margins, higher
quality

2, 6, 8,
9, 20,
21, 39

No sales tax
collection,
shorter life
spans of shared
products,
existing
infrastructure
not suitable
Sustainable
business models
are challenging,
constrained
production
capacity,
dependence on
supplier
capacity

1, 5, 7,
10, 19,
24, 25,
28, 30,
31, 35,
36

9, 17,
18, 20,
32, 33,
37, 40

5. Assessment of Implementation Complexity and Sustainability Performance
Another important aspect to include is the implementation complexity of disruptive technologies, in addition to
the impacts of disruptive technologies on sustainability performance, as considered above. The technologies can
substantially improve sustainability performance, but adopting and implementing them may be challenging and
complex. To obtain a more holistic understanding, we gather information on the implementation complexity of
disruptive technology for each case and pair it across its sustainability performance.
A leading roadmap software company that provides collaborative and transparent road-mapping solutions to
clients like Nike, Intuit, Alaska Airlines, PBS, and Intuit (Product Plan) proposes using a “Value vs. Complexity”
framework. Each initiative is evaluated based on how much value it would bring and how difficult it will be to
implement. Initiatives are placed on a quadrant and prioritized accordingly. The dimensions proposed by the
company to evaluate complexity are operational cost, time on schedule, training and migration effort, in-house
development skills, and risk. Kumar (2011) categorized ERP deployment into six dimensions and evaluated them
on their complexity. He used a rating scale that ranged from very low, low, medium, high, and very high ratings.
Delange et al. (2015) evaluated complexity in software models by distributing percentage points based on the
effort required. Xia and Lee (2005) also provide a comprehensive list of prior research on information system
complexity. They provide three dimensions of complexity; dynamic, organization, and technology. Similarly, we
aim to create a matrix that will evaluate the implementation complexity of disruptive technologies against
sustainability performance. The dimensions used to evaluate implementation complexity are cost, time,
scalability, collaboration, and regulations. Technology that incurs high costs (investment and/or operational), a
long time to implement, has limited scalability, requires a lot of collaboration among internal and/or external
stakeholders, and has higher regulatory hurdles will be deemed as having high implementation complexity.
We carried out secondary data analysis to supplement existing knowledge of our cases. Our data sources
included company websites, annual reports, CSR or Sustainability reports, industry reports, articles, and press
releases. Information was collated into a spreadsheet with separate columns for each of the complexity
dimensions (cost, time, scalability, collaboration, and regulations) and sustainability performance dimensions
(economic, environmental and social). In order to reduce the subjectivity of rating, the three different researchers
coded each dimension independently, and inter-rater reliability scores were calculated. For implementation
complexity, coders had to choose from a rating scale ranging from 0 to 2. Here, 0 implied a lack of information
for that case and respective dimension. 1 represented “low complexity” and 2 represented “high complexity”.
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Figuree 4. Implemenntation complexxity and sustaiinability perforrmance matrixx
gative
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“1” repressented “low positive
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sustainnability impacct” and “2” siignified “highh positive susttainability imp
pact”.
Three reseearchers indeppendently codded each casee and had intter-rater reliabbility of 57%
% for sustainab
bility
performannce and 61% for
fo implementaation complexiity. The researrchers next colllaboratively ddiscussed each case
where codding did not maatch, and probeed the reasons for differencees in assessmennts until a conssensus was rea
ached.
For each ccase, we first toook the averagge of coder ratting scores for each sub-dim
mension. For exxample, for Airrbnb,
under susttainability perrformance, the three researrchers on aveerage gave a score of “2” to economic and
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mensions, i.e., cost, time, seecurity, scalab
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me out to be 0..834 for Airbnnb. The companny was placed on a four-quadrant
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mplementationn complexity scores (ranginng from 0 to +
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ment in disrupptive technologies improvess the
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P2P technology. On the other hand, B
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ed by
BDA. Aveerage scores for each technology are shownn in Table 4.
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Table 4. Average sustainability and implementation complexity scores
Technology type
3D
BDA
Blockchain
IoT
P2P
Total

Avg. Sustainability Performance
1.333
0.949
1.055
1.5
1.308
1.198

Avg. Implementation Complexity
0.857
1.182
1.472
1.125
0.957
1.092

Collectively disruptive technologies have low implementation complexity levels ( ̅ = 1.092) and low positive
sustainability impact ( ̅ = 1.198). If we look at individual sub-dimensions for implementation complexity (Table
5) and sustainability performance (Table 6), it can be seen that lack of scalability is the highest factor that
increases the implementation complexity of disruptive technologies for firms. 3D printing technology faces
highest setbacks for scaling businesses. Cost is another big factor that increases complexity for firms and BDA
has the highest implementation complexity score in this sub-dimension.
Table 5. Average scores of implementation complexity sub-dimensions across technology types
Technology
Type
3D
BDA
Blockchain
IoT
P2P
Total

Average
Cost
1.286
1.727
1.667
1.5
1.23
1.463

Average
Time
1
1.273
0.167
1
0.538
0.805

Average
Security
0.286
1.455
1.833
1.5
1.385
1.293

Average
Scalability
1.857
1.091
2
2
1.308
1.512

Average
Collaboration
0.286
0.818
1.833
0.75
0.436
0.748

Average
Regulation
0.429
0.727
1.333
0
0.846
0.732

On the upside, economic and environmental factors have a high impact on sustainability performance.
Blockchain has the highest economic sustainability impact followed closely by 3D printing. For environmental
sustainability, P2P has the highest impact followed by 3D printing.
Table 6. Average scores of sustainability sub-dimensions across technology types
Technology type
3D
BDA
Blockchain
IoT
P2P
Total

Average Economic
1.714
1.121
1.833
2
1.31
1.472

Average Environmental
1.571
1.364
0.5
1.75
1.692
1.415

Average Social
0.714
0.364
0.833
0.75
0.923
0.707

If we analyze individual cases, the best position in the matrix for a company is to lie in is the top left quadrant.
This quadrant represents high sustainability performance and low implementation complexity. FLEXE (P2P) has
the lowest implementation complexity score and has a relatively high sustainability impact. Similarly,
Fieldready.org (3D), BlaBla Car (P2P), and Too Good To Go (P2P) have the highest sustainability scores with
relatively low implementation complexity scores. On the other hand, Equifax (BDA) and Couchsurfing (P2P)
have the highest implementation complexity scores with relatively low sustainability performance indicating a
higher need for improvement.
6. Key Findings
This cross-case analysis of disruptive technologies in SSCM leads to several important findings. First, we find
that Industry 4.0 interacts positively with Blockchain (e.g., Energo) and BDA (e.g., Walmart, Carrefour &
Caterpillar) to enhance sustainability performance jointly. Second, we find the impact of each disruptive
technology varies in types of technology and sustainability dimensions. For example, our results show that P2P /
Sharing Economy and 3D Printing / AM have the highest impact on environmental sustainability. On the other
hand, BDA and Blockchain seem to have the worst effect on environmental performance. For the social
dimension of sustainability, we find that P2P has the highest potential to improve social conditions by providing
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employment, rental income, and small business loans. However, P2P also has serious adverse consequences for
users due to passenger security, lower living quality of residents, and racial discrimination of users. Third, since
these disruptive technologies are at their early stages, many institutional and infrastructure developments still
need to be made. In this regard, P2P / Sharing Economy seems to be the most vulnerable to government
regulation changes. Government regulations may bring P2P platforms closer to traditional firms concerning tax
breaks and employee benefits requirements. Hence the economic advantage currently availed by P2P platforms
may cease to exist. Finally, for the long-term sustainability of disruptive technologies, we find that Blockchain
and 3D Printing face problems with scaling their projects.
Next, the insights from the cases are utilized to illustrate how disruptive technologies may impact SSCM in the
key areas of procurement, design and production, and distribution and reverse logistics.
Procurement. P2P adopted by Peerby allows users to lend or borrow objects from other users in the same
geographic area. The platform claims an 85% chance of finding sought-after objects free of charge within 30
minutes. This changes the procurement patterns of small business owners and individual consumers, improves
their economic well-being, and reduces their carbon footprint. On the other end, Fila-Cycle uses the 3D Printing
technology to make filaments based on recycled materials. It faces the challenge of obtaining consistent
contamination-free ‘waste’ inputs. Hence, procurement of recyclable content has environmental benefits but also
faces supply challenges. Many Blockchain application cases have improved the procurement process. For
instance, using Blockchain, Provenance provides transparency in the seafood supply stream and ensures the
validity of sustainable activities.
Design and Production. General Electric, Caterpillar, Winsun New Materials, and Rolls-Royce all use 3D
Printing to design the products and manufacturing processes so that substantially fewer components are used,
repairs get easier, and less human labor is required. Such design mechanisms with the help of 3D printing can
reduce costs, generate fewer greenhouse gas emissions, and improve worker conditions. For the social dimension
of sustainability, 3D printed prosthetics can improve the quality of life of people with disabilities and tackle
immediate necessities in disaster zones more efficiently. On the service end, P2P platforms like Airbnb show that
as compared to traditional hotel guest energy consumption, Airbnb users consume about 65% less energy and
have about 75% lower CO2 emissions. With BDA, Walt Disney was able to reduce both energy and operating
costs substantially.
Distribution and Reverse Logistics. Walmart’s investment in Blockchain has led to the fast development of smart
packages so that a device attached to the package can record information about the package content via
Blockchain. Similarly, Maersk in collaboration with IBM streamlines its maritime container operations by
ensuring valid and transparent bills of landing via Blockchain. Large-scale implementation of such Blockchain
initiatives could save the industry billions of dollars and save time at each stage of its journey. P2P business
models like Rideship, Zipmets, and Deliv use available nearby delivery services to fulfill local demand needs.
This decreases the need for warehouses and delivery vehicles and improves the economic performance through
the consolidation of materials for logistics providers.
7. Conclusions
This study has shown that disruptive technologies have significant impacts on SSCM. Even though the benefits
of these technologies seem to outweigh their adverse consequences, we should evaluate their long-term
implications on SSCM when adopting disruptive technologies. Many cases discussed in this paper reveal that
disruptive technologies drastically improve sustainability performance, but also face scalability issues. For
instance, for P2P/Sharing Economy technologies like bike-sharing and electric vehicle sharing, infrastructure,
and institutional settings are not yet well developed. Developing bike lanes and charging station infrastructure,
passing governmental regulations, etc. may require time and resources which need to be taken into consideration.
It is also conceivable that the development of infrastructure and its costs to the environment may exceed the
environmental benefits. Similarly, Uber and other ride-sharing models currently do not have the same tax laws
and labor conditions as the formalized sector. Pressure from activists and the community may also alter some of
these costs and benefits and make the P2P/Sharing Economy less economical than envisaged currently. It also
raises social issues such as drivers’ rights to a share of the benefits. Blockchain and 3D Printing/AM
technologies also present similar scaling issues to a large extent. BDA on the other hand faces vulnerability to
cyber-attacks and, based on current technologies, has a higher carbon print.
7.1 Research Contributions
This study contributes to the SSCM literature by synthesizing three major developments within SCM, namely
the adoption of disruptive technologies, the implementation of sustainability practices, and the complexities of
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implementing these technologies. First, no prior research has investigated both theoretical and practical roles of
all these disruptive technologies collectively. Second, this research provides a comprehensive review of both
positive and negative consequences of disruptive technologies for SSCM. Third, this paper shows how some of
these technologies interact with each other synergistically. Lastly, extant empirical research on the relationship
between disruptive technology and sustainability performance has mainly focused on individual cases of specific
technologies and their impact on SSCM. We conduct a larger, cross-case study and develop a
complexity/sustainability matrix that reveals key insights about each case study individually and disruptive
technologies collectively.
7.2 Limitations and Future Research
One limitation of this study lies in its methodology. Cases were selected as part of a systematic literature review.
Other companies which have not been cited in research articles are not part of our cross-case analysis. Some
relevant cases have probably been left out due to this methodology. The study is also limited to analyzing the
impact of disruptive technologies on the sustainability performance of individual firms. Including the entire
supply chain in our analysis would have provided a deeper understanding.
It must also be mentioned that the sustainability triad of social, economic and environmental dimensions is not
universally accepted. Environmental activists (e.g., Shiva, 2015) perceive this scheme to be a perpetuation of
“neoliberal” policies that ignore the fundamental issues pertaining to climate change. They advocate more
radical actions based on a “degrowth” orientation that seeks to reduce society’s throughput and improve quality
of life (Kallis et al., 2018). Furthermore, understanding the effect of disruptive technologies in the context of
developing countries and informal sectors of the economy may lead to different conclusions and should be
addressed in future studies. Much of the research work in the past has addressed the concerns of large firms of
the developed world and their sustainability impacts. More research is warranted on medium and small firms
belonging to the informal sector more widely prevalent in the developing countries. Perhaps more fundamentally,
the role of labor and the future of work itself has come to be reexamined, especially since the advent of Covid-19,
and these complex issues also need to be investigated in future work. Thus, the social dimension of sustainability
needs to include these broader social and psychological impacts of disruptive technologies on supply chain
management.
There is also a dire need for empirically testing the impacts of disruptive technologies on SSCM. Traditionally,
sustainability and profitability were thought to have a declining curved relationship; investing in sustainability
initiatives decreased profitability. Firms would only invest in sustainability to comply with government policies.
However, a new revisionist standpoint has emerged and suggests that sustainability can improve profit and the
two have an inverted U-shaped relationship. In the long run, the relationship between sustainability and
profitability should have an upward angled arrow (Stonebraker et al., 2007). It would be interesting to
empirically test how disruptive technologies may moderate the relationship between sustainability initiatives and
the triple bottom line (people, planet, profits).
We also suggest the use of organizational theories that can provide insights, and serve to motivate and explain
empirical research studies on disruptive technologies in SSCM. First, the institutional theory states that evolving
environmental pressures affect firm-level activities (DiMaggio & Powell, 1983). Based on institutional theory, it
would be of interest to verify if mimetic pressures from early adopters of disruptive technologies may influence
other organizations to adopt them. Second, the relational view (RV) complements RBV by arguing that firms that
combine their resources in unique ways beyond firm boundaries can create competitive advantage (Dyer &
Singh, 1998). Based on RV, it is also important to check if the disruptive technology’s impact on sustainability
will be different between supply chain firms with strong relational ties and those with weaker ones. Whether
relational ties affect the adoption of disruptive technologies and even to the extent they are scaled into projects
also needs to be studied. Third, other drivers and antecedents for the disruptive technology’s impact on
sustainability need to be considered. For instance, under the agency theory, the interests of supply chain
members can be better aligned by using disruptive technologies like Blockchain. Fourth, the strategic choice
theory stipulates that managerial decisions play a significant role in organizational performance (Child, 1972). It
explains how management’s support for sustainability and innovation can create a culture that can synergize
disruptive technology’s impact on sustainability. Finally, other technical drivers like perceived benefits and
perceived ease of use, social drivers like attitudes towards innovation and competencies of users, and
organizational drivers like leadership (Cresswell & Shiekh, 2013) influence the adoption of disruptive
technologies and should be empirically tested.
The adoption, and ultimately the impact of disruptive technology may be influenced by the technology readiness
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of individuals and firms. Therefore, the magnitude of the impact of disruptive technology may also be influenced
by the theory of diffusion of innovations (Rogers, 1995). The theory suggests that fewer individuals/firms will
initially invest in disruptive technologies but with improved understanding and persuasion, higher adoption and
implementation will take place. There is a need to test the theory of diffusion concerning disruptive technologies
as they may have a significant impact at the beginning due to newness and attractiveness but may fade away
soon rather than gain momentum due to scalability issues.
It is also important to ascertain that a good fit exists between the task and disruptive technology for it to be
sustainable. For instance, Kumar et al. (2019) provide an example of GM and Johnson Controls regarding
Blockchain adoption. Their study highlights that since GM has a long-term relationship with Johnson Control,
both parties do not perceive the threat of opportunistic behavior to be high. Hence there is little incentive for
them to invest in Blockchain technology. Overall, many factors like internal support, coercive pressure,
cooperation, technology capability, certified systems, and market pressures are essential for successful disruptive
technology adoption (Fu et al. 2018). Hence, a framework needs to be developed and tested considering these
factors.
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